Aurora STEM School District 204 Bus Transportation

Route 3 - South

AM Pick-Ups

6:22 am  START (1)  CLEARWATER LN @ FALKNER DR (SW)
6:30 am  STOP (2)  CHOKEBERRY DR @ HODDAM CT [SE]
6:36 am  STOP (3)  HIGH MEADOW RD @ PRAIRIE SAGE LN [E]
6:42 am  STOP (4)  CHAMPION DR @ MILLENNIUM PKY [SW]
6:50 am  STOP (5)  24143 103RD ST [S]
6:56 am  STOP (6)  DEERING BAY DR @ GRASSMERE RD [SE]
7:03 am  STOP (7)  WELCH ES
7:06 am  STOP (8)  SKYLANE DR @ SUDBURY ST [SE]
7:14 am  STOP (9)  WHITE EAGLE DR @ SADDLEBROOK DR [NW]
7:20 am  STOP (10)  MEADOWBROOK DR @ SHORELINE DR [SE]
7:24 am  END (11)  TARA BELLE PKY @ MELODY LN [SE]
7:45 am  DEST (12)  STEM SCHOOL 347 S GALDSTONE AVE (STEM)

PM Drop-Offs

2:46 pm  ARRIVE  STEM SCHOOL 347 S GALDSTONE AVE
3:10 pm  ORIGIN (1)  STEM SCHOOL 347 S GALDSTONE AVE (STEM)
3:27 pm  START (2)  TARA BELLE PKY @ MELODY LN [W]
3:31 pm  STOP (3)  SHORELINE DR @ MEADOWBROOK DR [SW]
3:37 pm  STOP (4)  WHITE EAGLE DR @ SADDLEBROOK DR [S]
3:41 pm  STOP (5)  SKYLANE DR @ SUDBURY ST [SE]
3:47 pm  STOP (6)  WELCH ES
3:54 pm  STOP (7)  DEERING BAY DR @ GRASSMERE RD [NW]
3:59 pm  STOP (8)  24143 103RD ST [S]
4:06 pm  STOP (9)  CHAMPION DR @ MILLENNIUM PKY [SW]
4:18 pm  STOP (10)  HIGH MEADOW RD @ PRAIRIE SAGE LN [E]
4:18 pm  STOP (11)  CHOKEBERRY DR @ HODDAM CT [SE]
4:28 pm  END (12)  CLEARWATER LN @ FALKNER DR (SW) [SW]